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Mr. Chan Van Vo

Dear Mr. Van Vo:

SUBJECT: RII-84-A-0143

This refers to your letter of October 5,1984, in which you provided us a copy of
your affidavit wherein you identified construction deficiencies at the Shearon
Harris Nuclear Power Plant.

We have initiated actions to pursue this matter through our inspection process,
and we will forward to you a copy of our resultant findings when our inquiry is
completed.

.

In closing, let me assure you that every effort will be made to resolve these
issues. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission has been given the mandate to
protect the public health and safety with regards to application and use of
nuclear materials. We engage in major efforts on a daily basis to fulfill this
mandate by ensuring conformance to regulatory requirements. It is concerned
citizens such as yourself, who in bringing concerns to our attention, help us to
meet these demanding responsibilities. We appreciate your assistance and should
you have additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

?^ .-|.
I.B.Lankford |

Investigative Coordinator

cc: Robert Guild
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Mr. Chan Van Vo

Dear Mr. Van Vo:

SUBJECT: RII-84-A-0143

This refers to your letter of October 5,1984, in which you provided us a copy of
your affidavit wherein you identified construction deficiencies at the Shearon
Harris Nuclear Power Plant.

We have initiated actions to pursue this matter through our inspection process,
and we will forward to you a copy of our resultant findings when our inquiry is
completed.

In closing, let me assure you that every effort will be made to resolve these
issues. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has been given the mandate to
protect the public health and safety with regards to application and use of
nuclear materials. We engage in major efforts on a daily basis to fulfill this
mandate by ensuring conformance to regulatory requireftents. It is concerned
citizens such as yourself, who in bringing concerns to our attention, help us to
meet these demanding responsibilities. We appreciate your assistance and should
you have additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

J. B. Lankford
Investigative Coordinator

cc: Robert Guild

bec: Charles Barth. ELD
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